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Abstract

In this paper, an experimental investigation on a FZG test rig is presented.

The proposed approach aims to at highlight the influence of micropitting on

power losses and temperatures in this geared system. Micropitting has been

gradually developed on the gear pair by applying increasing load levels. The

influence of this defect on power losses and temperatures has been evaluated

with specific characterisation tests performed alongside micropitting growth.

The modification of the gear surface roughness was monitored during these tests.

This study shows power loss and oil temperature increase due to micropitting

development. Furthermore, it is possible to correlate power loss and temperature

variations to surface feature measurements.
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1. Introduction

Industry aims to optimise mechanical systems by increasing speed and reduc-

ing size. As a consequence, these systems operate under more severe conditions

which may generate more frequent and complex failures of main mechanical

components, -i.e.: gears and rolling elements bearings. Hence condition moni-5

toring (CM) received a growing interest in recent years. Vibration or acoustic
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based methods are the most commonly used approaches to investigate failure

in geared systems whether in the area of scientific literature [1] or industry [2].

Yet, extracting information from the noisy signal and identifying the fault sig-

nature are challenging due to the large number of vibration sources emitting10

simultaneously in a geared system. Hence, alternative methods are being in-

vestigated such as transmission error analyses [3], oil contamination analyses

[4] or electric spectrum analyses [5] (when gearbox is coupled with an electric

motor). Another possible approach consists in studying gearbox temperature

variations due to faults. This approach is getting an increasing interest in the15

past years [6] showing temperature could be a reliable indicator. Indeed tem-

perature may constitute an attractive alternative compared to vibrational or

acoustic analysis as sensors are less expensive, reliable and are able to measure

an array or a localised temperature according to the needs of the study. Most

of the investigated failures consist in large mechanical defects, such as spalling20

or tooth rupture, which generate specific temperature variation up to a dozen

degrees in some applications [6]. Smaller defects such as micropitting, were not

investigated in the reviewed studies. Yet this kind of defect, which is not critical

in several cases, may also degenerate into a larger defect [7, 8]. Furthermore,

micropitting is difficult to predict [9, 10], as it strongly depends on operating25

conditions [11, 12], surface features [13], material thermochemical treatment

[14, 15] or oil and its composition [16, 17]. For all these reasons developing a

CM method to detect micropitting could be relevant. This study focuses on the

influence of micropitting on power losses and temperatures in a geared system.

Power losses are investigated as they are proportional to the friction coefficient30

in the gear contact and should be significantly impacted by micropitting. This

paper follows a first work [18] where the link between micropitting and friction

was experimentally measured using a tribo-meter and contact conditions were

controlled. The first section of the paper summarizes these above mentioned

results. The second one presents the proposed methodology. In a third part,35

the experimental results regarding power losses are shown and analysed. The

relationship between the evolution of power losses and oil temperature is also
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highlighted. Finally, the last part proposes some conclusions on the effect of

micropitting on friction.

2. Summary of previous results40

To investigate the influence of micropitting on power losses and tempera-

tures, it was assumed that micropitting is able to modify enough gear surface

features to increase friction coefficient. This could imply an increase of the power

losses, that could, ultimately, generate a temperatures increase as presented in

Figure 1.45

Figure 1: Decomposition of the study between part 1 [18] and part 2

The study was decomposed into two parts as presented in Figure 1. The

first part of this investigation was published in a previous paper [18] which

focused on investigating the link between micropitting and friction coefficient

using a tribometer. This apparatus allowed to simulate gear contact condition

by controlling slide to roll ratio, contact pressure and surface velocity of two50

rotating discs. This study underlines a clear dependency between the amount

of micropitts on the surface and the friction coefficient as reported in Figure 2.

The second part of this investigation, presented in this paper, aims at ex-

tending these observations to a geared system. To this end, the influence of

micropitting on power losses has to be studied, as well as temperature sensitiv-55

ity in order to validate its correlation with power losses.
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Figure 2: Correlation between friction coefficient and defect count measured in part 1 [18]

3. Methodology

A back-to-back FZG test rig was used in this study (see figure 3). It is com-

posed of two gearboxes in a closed mechanical loop. The test gearbox is equipped

with type C standard gears (described in Table 2 ).Detailed Gear description60

can be found in [19] . Gear set is splash lubricated with commercial 85W90 oil

whose properties are given in Table 1. A HBM T22 torque meter is used to

measure the resistive torque generated in the system. Type K thermo-couples

are placed in the oil sump and outside of the gearbox in order to measure air

temperature. Only the test gearbox will suffer micropitting during the fatigue65

tests.

Measuring friction in the contact of a geared system is challenging, espe-

cially in a closed mechanical loop such as the FZG test rig. Evolution of the

friction generated at the gear contact over the test will be measured through the

evolution of the total resistive torque. Power losses are directly derived from70

torque measurements as the rotating speed is controlled. To study the correla-

tion between micropitting and the variations of power losses, or temperatures,

successive steps will be performed in order to induce a progressive increase of

the micropitted surface. Each step is composed of three phases as (Figure 4 ):
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Figure 3: Cross section representation of the FZG test rig

1. Fatigue phase is firstly performed to develop micropitting magnitude on75

gear flanks. This phase is done by changing operating condition as de-

scribed in 3.1.

2. Metrology phase is then performed to observe and measure gear surface

evolution as described in section 3.2

3. Caracterisation phase is performed to measure power losses variation in80

repeatable operating condition as described in section 3.3.

In addition with each complete step, an initial step is performed without

fatigue phase in order to have a reference starting point. This test will be

referred as ”Step 0” here after. Operating condition of this step is the same as

the other ones and is described in Table 485

Oil properties
Reference Fuchs Titan Gear HYP SAE 85W90
Density 885 [kg / m3]

Kinematic viscosity @40 180 [mm2 /s]
Kinematic viscosity @100 16.5 [mm2/s]

Table 1: Oil properties
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Figure 4: General experimental approach

Type C Gear set
Dimension Symbol Pinion Value Wheel Value Unit

Operating Center distance a 91.5 [mm]
Tooth width b 14.0 [mm]

Module m 4.5 [mm]
Number of teeth Zi 16 24 [-]

Profile shift modification Xi 0.1817 0.1715 [-]
Pressure angle α 20 [deg]
Contact ratio εα 1.46 [-]

Surface roughness Ra 0.5 [µm]

Table 2: FZG Type C Gear definition

3.1. Fatigue phase

The FZG test rig was originally designed to compare the protective effect

of a given lubricant on gear surface failure. The procedure is normalized with

operating conditions and gear sets to qualify oil protection against pitting, mi-

cropitting, scuffing and wear. The aim of this study is to generate only micro-90

pitting on tooth gear surface. Therefore normalized micropitting procedure was

used as reference.

Oil bath temperature is controlled during the fatigue phase. An heating

element and cooling circuit allow to maintain an operating temperature close to
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80°C.95

Because of the loading mechanism, a limited set of torque is possible.

The proposed approach is based on the reference procedures which describe

the operating conditions in order to generate micropitting. One ”long proce-

dure” [20] is associated with a transmitted torque which gradually increases by

using all possible levels from 84N.m to 372N.m. One ”short procedure” [19]100

uses only two loading stages at 183N.m and 302N.m. All stages are performed

at the same speed during 2.16 million cycles. Literature [21, 22, 23, 24, 10]

tends to modify slightly this procedure by reducing the fatigue duration to 1.44

million cycles and changing step count and loading.

In this study, operating conditions are chosen in order to ensure maximum105

discretization of the micropitting growth. To this end a preliminary fatigue test

was performed to adjust them. This preliminary test showed, for example, that

reducing the test duration to 4h was sufficient in order to obtain micropitting.

This represents 0.72 million fatigue cycles for each step (on the wheel side). The

same test also showed that load stage 9 generates significantly more wear than110

micropitting. So, unlike in the literature, the maximum loading used in this

study was limited to load stage 8 (239.3N.m on the pinion). The last fatigue

step was doubled (Step 3-b) in order to obtain another fatigue step without

increasing load. Experimental conditions are given in Table 3.

1This oil volume correspond to an oil level located 15mm below the shaft axis.
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Step 1 2 3 3-b

Loading
stage L5 L7 L8 L8

Pinion
torque [N.m] 94.1 183.4 239.3 239.3

Wheel rotational
speed [rpm] 2000

Transmitted
Power [kW] 26.4 57.6 75.2 75.2

Oil volume1 [l] 1.5

Fatigue Cycles [-] 0.72 million

Lambda ratio [-] 1.70 1.52 1.45 1.45

Table 3: Operating conditions during the micropitting phase

3.2. Surface Metrology115

The metrology phase is performed to provide representative surface feature

parameters of the surface evolution due to micropitting. Two types of indicators

are measured:

� The ”micropitted surface area” quantifies the ratio between the tooth sur-

face area that presents dense micropitting compared to the total operating120

one.

� Surface roughness parameters are measured for three different tooth areas:

at the tip, near the center and at the root of gear tooth. Surface quadratic

roughness amplitude Sq and quadratic slopes Sdq are calculated from sur-

face measurements. These parameters are classically used to estimate the125

roughness influence on friction coefficient [25, 26, 27]. These two param-

eters allow to quantify the surface aspect. As an example, for identical

value of Sq, higher value of Sdq means a ”sharper” roughness which is
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correlated to its wavelength.

Surface feature measurements are performed on a replication of the gear130

tooth surface by using a specific resin and an optical interferometer. The pro-

cedure is described bellow:

1. Test rig cover is removed, the desired tooth is identified.

2. Tooth surface is cleaned from all residual lubricant.

3. The resin is applied on the tooth as shown in Figure 5.135

4. Once this replication is hardened, it is removed and can be used on the

microscope.

Figure 5: Replication resin on the tooth flank inside the test rig

This method has to be used in order to measure precisely surface roughness:

interferometer microscope must be orthogonal and very close (2-3 mm) to the

surface to obtain a correct measurement. With this method, surface features140

can be measured with a resolution of 0.001µm

3.3. Characterization phase

Characterization tests are performed in order to quantify the influence of

micropitting growth on power losses and temperatures. In this phase, load stage
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4 is chosen because this torque level is not expected to generate micropitting145

[24]. Operating condition used for the characterisation phase is reported in

Table 4.

Loading
stage

Pinion
torque [N.m]

Wheel rotating
speed [rpm]

L4 60.8 2000

Transmitted
Power [kW]

Oil
Volume1[l]

Oil temper-
ature [°C]

19.1 1.5 80

Table 4: Operating condition in the characterization phase

It has been shown in the first part of the study [18] that micropitting can

increase gear tooth friction by 10 %. Friction coefficient has a direct influence

on gear power losses has shown by the ISO TR 14179-2 expression [28]:150

PGear = fPinHv (1)

Where f represents the average friction coefficient, Pin is the input power and

Hv is a tooth geometry parameter.

Friction coefficient, f , is expected to evolve with surface roughness. Depend-

ing on the considered relationship, various parameters may be used. Schlenk

equation from ISO TR 14179-2 [28] considers the arithmetic roughnessRa as rep-155

resentative of the roughness. Kelley-Lemanski [29] equation uses the quadratic

roughness Rq parameter. Another law proposed by Diab et al. [30] uses both

a parameter derived from the quadratic roughness and the quadratic roughness

slope parameter Rdq.

The power losses that are determined with the resistive torque are the sum160

of all the power losses generated in both the test and slave gearboxes. In each

gearbox, power losses are generated by the components as described in the ISO

TR 14179-2 [28] and reported in equation 2:

PTotal = [PGear,Friction + PGear,Hydraulic + PBearing + PSeal]Test,Slave (2)
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Where PGear,Friction represents gear Friction power losses, PGear,Hydraulic is

gear dissipation associated with splash lubrication, PBearing represents bearing165

power losses and PSeal the ones associated with seals.

The ISO TR 14179-2 [28] also shows that the relationship between power

losses and oil temperature can be estimated from equation:

TOil = TAir +
PGearbox
kAhousing

(3)

Where TOil and TAir represent respectively oil and air temperatures, PGearbox

is the total gearbox power losses, k an overall heat exchange coefficient and170

Ahousing the heat exchange area. This formulation underlines the correlation

between total power losses and oil sump temperature. Yet the temperature

sensitivity to the variation of a single source of power losses still has to be

quantified.

As temperature has an impact on power losses [31], thermal management175

is crucial in order to obtain similar experimental conditions. The experimental

procedure follows the methodology described thereafter in order to overcome

this issue: no temperature regulation is set up during the characterisation tests,

as it will hide small temperature variation due to power loss alterations. Tests

are started with the test rig at ambient temperature. The room is isolated from180

any air conditioning system.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Power loss evolution analyses

Two successive characterisation tests (Step 0) were performed in order to

validate the repeatability of the proposed approach. The associated power losses185

measurements are reported in figure 6.

This figure validates the repeatability of the approach and also shows the evo-

lution of power losses during a characterisation test. First power losses strongly

reduce due to viscosity decrease caused by temperature accommodation. Then
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Figure 6: Evolution of the measured power losses during two characterization tests

these parameters stabilise when machine thermal equilibrium is reached. Dur-190

ing test 1, oil sump temperature reaches 52.7 °C above the one of the room,

and 53.2 °C during test 2. Similar measurements were obtained for each step.

To compare steps together, power losses are averaged by using 10 minutes of

data starting from the 110th minute (6600th second) since the beginning of each

test. This starting point was chosen in order to consider corresponds to a time195

interval where torque was constant for all steps.

Along all steps, this approach results in the power loss variations reported

on Figure 7.

Various tendencies can be observed with this test:

� From Step 0 to Step 1: Measured power losses decrease to a minimum200

value.

� Between Steps 1 and 3: Power losses increase.

� Between Steps 3 and 3b: Power losses tend to stabilize.

Torque changes in a range of 0.25N.m that represents a power loss varia-

tion of 60W. These evolutions must be discussed regarding torque measurement205

accuracy.
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Figure 7: Evolution of the measured total power losses at each step

Discussion on torque measurement reliability

The torque meter used during tests has a full scale range of 50N.m . It is a

class 0.5 sensor, meaning that the total measurement uncertainty is estimated as

0.5/100∗FullScale, in other words 0.25N.m. It appears significant compared to210

the actual measured variation. Yet, this uncertainty includes the sensor thermal

drift, the systematic error (measurement offset), the measurement noise and the

linear error. To ensure good measurement repeatability, thermal drift is taken

into account by compensating air temperature. Measurement noise is reduced

by, first, having raw data averaged for 30s on the data logger and, secondly, by215

re-averaging the data on a 10 min interval. The systematic error is avoided as

only relative variations are studied. Only the linear error is not compensated but

can be neglected as it depends on the measurement variation, which is limited

in this test. Considering these observations, the measured power loss variations

are non negligible and clearly show that the fatigue test results in a measurable220

alteration of the test rig efficiency.
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4.2. Micropitting and surface analyses

Surface evolution was observed on two specific teeth along the steps: one

tooth from the wheel and one from the pinion. Surface pictures used to estimate

micropitted area are compiled from four pictures as the tooth is too large to be225

observed from a single microscope observation. As an example, Figure 8 shows

the wheel tooth surface after stage 3. Surface with dense micropitting can be

distinguished from the non-micropitted surface on the tooth root due to its

texture changes in this zone (red arrow in the magnification frame) . Scratches

can be observed on the tip (blue arrow), they are due to some localized scuffing230

that may occur at high loading stages.

Figure 8: Compiled picture from the wheel tooth surface at stage 3 showing micropitting (red
arrow) and scuffing (blue arrow)

The micropitted surface is delimited on the picture and the surface area ratio

is estimated as in [24]. The Figure 9 shows the measured surfaces from step 0

to 3b on both the pinion and the wheel.

These two images show that micropitted surface increases from Step 2 to235

Step 3b at a regular rate. The numerical analysis of these observations reveals

that micropitted surface reaches a ratio near 10% (see Figure 10).
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(a) Pinion

(b) Wheel

Figure 9: Cumulative micropitted surface after step 3b

Figure 10: Evolution of the micropitted area ratio
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4.3. Correlation between power losses and surface evolution

The measured micropitted area ratio is not sufficient to explain power losses

variation. As an example, the decrease of the power losses between step 0 and240

step 1 cannot be described only by this parameter. Indeed, micropitted area

ratio does not change between these two steps.

To be able to find a correlation between micropitting and power losses, it is

necessary to investigate surface roughness variation both inside and outside the

micropitted zone.245

Surfaces are measured using an optical interferometer near tip, pitch and

root of gear tooth. Each measured surface represents a 0.9mm×1mm rectangle.

Surface measurements allow to visualize the surface aspect modifications in the

densely micropitted zone as shown in Figure 11a and 11b. In these areas, surface

aspect is totally modified. Roughness aspect from gear machining is substituted250

by micropitting. Sq and Sdq surface features are reported in Figure 12.

(a) Step 0 (b) Step 3

Figure 11: Surface evolution between step 0 and step 3 at the pinion root

Surface measurements are then computed to estimate surface roughness pa-

rameters after each steps and according to the position along the teeth. Figure

12 presents these estimated surface features for one of the pinion teeth.

These figures show that, depending on the location on gear tooth, there is255

not a single variation tendency for surface features. Near root, roughness tends
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Figure 12: Surface features evolution between step 0 and step 3b for the pinion

to increase whereas it decreases near the tip and center. Near root, micropitting

growth could explain this progressive increase.

The evolutions of the surface roughness are consistent with what was ob-

served in the literature. Micropitting tends to develop near the gear root [32, 8]260

and wear tends to reduce roughness by shaving its tip [33]. It leads to in a com-

petition between the two phenomena [34]. Their influence on roughness may

change according to the parameter and the measurement method [24].

If power loss variations are supposed to be related to the friction coefficient

ones, it is important to underline that this coefficient changes according to265

contact speed, loading, lubricant properties and roughness of both surfaces at

the point of contact [35]. As speed and loading are identical between each test,

and as lubricant temperature is controlled, only surfaces change during the tests.

To estimate the average influence of surface roughness modifications during

meshing, equivalent surface roughness should be estimated according to surfaces270

in contact and position along the line of action. As measured power losses

and temperatures are not sensitive to instantaneous modification of friction

coefficient, the equivalent roughness features are averaged along the line of action

to be compared with these measurements.

It is possible to separate three contact zones according to the contact position275
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during meshing, as presented in Figure 13. In zone a and e, one micropitted

surface (pinion or wheel root) is in contact with another surface that does not

present any micropitting (pinion or wheel tip). In zone b and d, no micropitting

is observed, equivalent surface is estimated with either wheel root and pinion tip

or wheel tip and pinion root. In zone c, both pinion and wheel center surfaces280

interact.

Delimitation between zone e and d or a and b depends on micropitted surface

ratio. Between zone b and c or d and c, it depends on the number of teeth in

contact estimated from gear geometry [36]: One pair of tooth is in contact in

zone C, two pairs of tooth are in contact Zone a,b,d and e )285

Figure 13: Surfaces interactions during meshing

In the above mentioned zones, equivalent roughness can be estimated from

surface features of both surfaces in contact along the line of action, as shown in

Equation 4 and 5 [37].

Sq,Eq =

√
Sq,1

2 + Sq,2
2 (4)

Sdq,Eq =

√
Sdq,1

2 + Sdq,2
2 (5)

For example, in zone e, at step 3, the equivalent quadratic roughness in the

18



micropitted zone is estimated as expressed in Equation 6:290

Sq,Eq,zone,a =

√
Sq,P inion,root

2 + Sq,Wheel,tip
2 (6)

The same approach is applied for all steps along the line of action. Then the

average roughness parameters estimated for each step are reported in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Equivalent surface features evolution along the line of action between steps

From the equivalent quadratic roughness and oil properties it is possible to

estimate the Λ ratio, as defined by Tallian [11], (see Figure 15). Values given in

the figure show that contact in the gear is characterised by mixed lubrication295

regime.

Step 0 Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 3b
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Λ
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Figure 15: Λ ratio evolution between step 0 and step 3b
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With this approach, the variations of the computed surface features are con-

sistent with power losses from step 0 to step 3. The two tendencies associated

with power losses measurement also appears on average surface features: de-

crease between Steps 0 and 1, and increase between Steps 1 and 3. At step 3b,300

the two surface parameters behave differently: Sq tends to decrease whereas

Sdq tends to increase.

These tendencies, can be explained knowing that favourable conditions for

the development of micropitting are similar to the ones for wear [11, 38]. There-

fore, both these phenomena can occur simultaneously on the surfaces and com-305

pete with each other: wear tends to reduce surface roughness by degrading ma-

chining marks whereas micropitting tends to increase this roughness by adding

small pits on the surface. This is well illustrated by Figure 11b where machining

marks can not be observed any more because of dense micropitting.

Between Steps 0 and 1, fatigue operating conditions do not generate mi-310

cropitting growth. Yet the surface is still subject to wear. As a result, the

equivalent surface roughness and power losses decrease. Between Steps 1 and 3,

micropitted area increases significantly. This one generates an increase of the

average surface roughness consistent with power losses. At step 3b, variations

are more complex to describe. Equivalent surface features may be more signifi-315

cantly influenced by the modification of the surface aspect due to the increase of

the micropitted area. In the associated zone, surface changes from an oriented

surface roughness due to gear machining (as shown in Figure 11a ) to a flat

surface with micropitting (as shown in Figure 11b ).

5. Temperature measurements and analyses320

As torque measurements are not frequently used in industrial applications,

it is important to analyse if temperature could be a good indicator instead of

power losses. Indeed, temperature is easier to measure and is related to the

level of power losses as underlined by Equation 3.

From a test to another, room temperature may vary slightly. This variation325
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involves a temperature offset that must be taken into account to accurately

compare temperatures. Gearbox temperature is analysed regarding ambient air

temperatures as shown by equation 7.

TRel(Oil) = T (Oil) − T (Air) (7)

Similarly to power losses, temperatures are averaged using 10 minutes of

measurements from the 110th minute of the test. The average air temperature330

changes from a test to another between 42.4 °C and 40.0 °C which leads to in

an absolute oil temperature around 70 °C.

Finally the average relative oil temperature is plotted on figure 16. Tem-

perature changes in a range of 3 °C. This variation underlines temperature

sensitivity to power loss modifications and so to surface roughness evolutions335

due to micropitting.
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Figure 16: Evolution of the measured average temperature during characterization tests

The correlation between power losses and oil temperature can be drawn.

As shown by Figure 7 and 16 both temperature and power losses follow the

same trend between steps. As suggested by the theoretical approach, Figure 17

clearly underlines the linearity between power losses and temperature variations.340
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As power losses are experimentally correlated to surface evolutions, it implies

that oil temperature, by itself, is also a good indicator of these surface feature

evolutions.
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Figure 17: Correlation between temperatures and power losses measured across steps

Tests also show that it is important to consider indicator variations over

time. Indeed, in these experiments, temperature decreases to a lower value that345

the initial one (between steps 0 and 1) before increasing to a new value (step 3).

Yet, temperatures measured on steps 3 and 3b are lower than the initial one.

As a consequence, try to identify the presence of micropitting at step 3 would

not be possible without knowing temperature previously reduced at step 1.

6. Conclusions on the effect of micropitting on friction and power350

losses and temperatures

In a previous paper (part 1 of the study [18]) the authors have shown that mi-

cropitting has a significant influence on friction coefficient. This paper presents

an extension of these results to a complete gear train. An experimental approach

to analyse the influence of micropitting on gearbox power losses is presented.355

To this end, a back-to-back FZG test rig was used.
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Several experimental results were presented in this paper. They showed that

micropitting, even for a limited amount, can have an influence on power losses

of a complete geared system.

The measurement of the roughness features along with the amount of mi-360

cropitted surfaces allowed to estimate equivalent surface roughness parameters

of the contacts. These parameters follow the same trends than power losses,

showing a correlation between micropitting and power losses.

Micropitting also induced measurable variation of oil temperature. This

observation supports the interest of temperature measurements in order to de-365

tect evolution of contact surface in gears. Furthermore, the good correlation

observed with power losses tends to show the reliability of temperature mea-

surements to assess power loss modifications -and so friction coefficient- in a

geared mechanical system.

Yet, in the perspective of health monitoring, the defect magnitude estima-370

tion (i.e. the micropitted area) based on temperature measurements remains

a complex task. It is not possible at this point to propose a law that could

directly link the temperature variations to the micropitting severity. Being able

to diagnose precisely geared system health based on temperature measurements

is still a future work to be conducted.375

Nomenclature

α Pressure angle [deg]

εα Contact ratio [-]

A Area [m 2]

a Operating Center distance [mm]380

b Tooth width [mm]

f Average friction coefficient [-]

Hv Tooth power loss geometry parameter [-]
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k Heat exchange coefficient [W/m 2 °K]

m Module [mm]385

P Power [W]

Sdq Surface average quadratic roughness slope [-]

Sq Surface average quadratic roughness amplitude [m]

T Temperature [°C]

Xi Profile shift modification [-]390

Zi Number of teeth [-]
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